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MUSICAL NUMBERS

Act I

Overture ......................................................... Orchestra
Dites-moi ......................................................... Ngana and Jerome
A Cockeyed Optimist ........................................... Nellie
Twin Soliloquies ................................................ Nellie and Emile
Some Enchanted Evening ...................................... Emile
Reprise: Dites-moi .............................................. Ngana and Jerome
Bloody Mary ..................................................... Sailors, Seabees, and Marines
There is Nothin' Like a Dame ......................... Billis, Sailors, Seabees, and Marines
Bali Ha'i .......................................................... Bloody Mary
I'm Gonna Wash That Man Right Out-A My Hair ........ Nellie, Navy Nurses
Reprise: Some Enchanted Evening ............................... Emile and Nellie
A Wonderful Guy ................................................ Nellie and Nurses
Reprise: Bali Ha'i ................................................ Islanders
Younger Than Springtime ....................................... Cable
Finale Act I ....................................................... Emile

Intermission

Act II

Entr'acte ........................................................ Orchestra
Thanksgiving Follies ........................................... Nurses
Happy Talk ........................................................ Bloody Mary and Liat
Honey Bun ....................................................... Nellie, Billis, Navy Nurses, Sailors, Seabees, and Marines
You've Got to be Carefully Taught ......................... Cable
This Nearly was Mine ............................................. Emile
Reprise: Some Enchanted Evening ............................... Nellie
Finale Ultimo ...................................................... Emile, Nellie, Ngana, and Jerome
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The music of *South Pacific* is ingrained in the fabric of our culture. Indeed, "Bali Hai" has become a metaphor for all of our hopes and dreams. After all, who among us hasn't secretly fantasized about living in a tropical island paradise?

*South Pacific* appeals to us on several levels. Certainly, it can be enjoyed for its beautiful music and visual beauty alone. But, there is a message of hope and tolerance within the telling of its story.

*South Pacific* is nearly 50 years old. It is a product of its time, 1948, when World War II was fresh in the minds of all Americans. It was the rare family who had not been touched by the war personally. Some of those memories and references have faded. However, the theme of racial intolerance which it addressed so forthrightly is, sadly, still very much with us and is as contemporary as today's headlines.

*South Pacific* leads us to Nellie's realization that those petty things which divide us are so unimportant. She struggles with her own "carefully taught" prejudices and overcomes them. As she says so poignantly, "I know what counts, now." What finally counts to Nellie, and should count to all of us, is love and understanding. Life is too short to let ugliness contaminate it.

It is my hope that when you leave our theatre, *South Pacific*’s beauty will have "enchanted" you and you will have been reminded of its message of tolerance, hope, and love.

Nellie sings to us, "I hear the human race is falling on its face, and hasn't very far to go." But, she refuses to "buy into" that negative outlook.

*South Pacific* triumphantly affirms to us, "It just ain't so!"

Harry Charles Johnson

* * *

The performance will last approximately 2 hours, 45 minutes including one 15 minute intermission.

Chemical fog will be used during the performance.

* * *
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